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Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations, 86
Office of Petroleum Administration for War, 86
Office of Price Administration, 87
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Oil
 Interstate Oil Compact Commission, 54, 70-72
Office of Petroleum Administration for War, 86
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Officials in charge, 456-58
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State and local plans, 248-49
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Social security and related programs, 248-53
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State constitutions, see Constitutions, state

State departments, reorganization of, 96-97
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Directory of, 315-419
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Synec, Henry, 268, 289, 290-91, 293

Tax and Emergency Fiscal Policy Committee, report of, 22-26

Taxation

Administrative changes in tax agencies, 169-70
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Trends in, state, 167-70

Proposals voted upon in 1942, 111-12

Revenue of state governments, 194
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Earmarked for educational purposes, 268, 270
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Tenure, 268, 270
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